2011 Addendum: HBF Iron Man Acceptable Foal Color Guarantee
This agreement, “Addendum”, is part of the 2011 Breeding Contract, and is entered into on the date recorded below by HBF Iron
Man Partnership, LLC., known as “Stallion Owner” and the “Mare Owner/Lessor” whose name or signature appears below and
hereinafter is referred to as “Mare Owner”. Addendum “C” exists to benefit Mare Owner/Lessor and allow this declaration as to
whether they are primarily breeding for a Quarter Horse foal or are breeding for a Paint Horse foal and additionally provides for
various Rebreed Options in the event that the color obtained from said breeding is not as desired.
It is now therefore agreed between the parties that they have executed a breeding contract to breed the Mare named below to
HBF IRON MAN, AQHA #4678321/APHA #336,963/PtHA #111,862. In addition to the rights and duties placed upon all parties
to the breeding contract, it is mutually agreed by all parties that good and sufficient consideration exists to execute either
SECTION #1 OR SECTION #2 of this Acceptable Foal Color Guarantee Agreement for the 2011 breeding season as follows:
Eligibility for Acceptable Foal Color Guarantee:
SECTION #1 ~ Mare is AQHA, Appendix AQHA, TB, or Dual Registered AQHA/APHA and:
Customer; _____________________________, is breeding the mare; _______________________ to HBF Iron Man in 2010 for
a Quarter Horse/Paint (circle one) foal. If the foal resulting from this mating does not produce a foal that meets the *desired
color requirements, mare owner may at their discretion choose to:
A) **Return the foal; at 3 - 9 months of age to the owner of HBF Iron Man and rebreed the same mare or a
substitute mare for No Charge for the Stallion Breeding Fee, this includes the Booking Fee, Rebreed Administration
Fee and First Standard (Fed-Ex) Shipment of semen. On Farm Chute Fee Applies.
Or,
B) Keep the foal and ***Rebreed the same mare or a substitute mare for a fee of $600.00; this includes the
Booking Fee to HBF Iron Man Partnership and Rebreed Fee to DeGraff Stables, Inc. Shipping and/or On Farm Chute
and Cycle Management Fees Apply.
*For Paint breeders: “desired color requirements” is defined as a foal eligible for the regular APHA registry. For Quarter Horse
breeders: “desired color requirements” means a foal that will NOT have its registration papers marked with “this horse has white
markings designated under AQHA rules as an undesirable trait and uncharacteristic of the breed”.
**NOTE: Foal must be vet certified sound and healthy. Shipping is the responsibility of the mare owner.
***Rebreed must be during the breeding season of the year in which the foal was born and execution of the Rebreed Option
ends the responsibility of the Addendum to the mare owner/lessor for future or additional rebreeds.
Eligibility for Color Foal Guarantee:
SECTION # 2 ~ Mare is APHA or PtHA Registered Only and:
Customer; ___________________________, is breeding the mare; __________________________ to HBF Iron Man in
2011 for a Paint foal. If the foal resulting from this mating does not produce a foal that meets the *desired color requirement for
the regular APHA registry, mare owner may at their discretion choose to:
A) **Return the foal; at 3 - 9 months of age to the owner of HBF Iron Man and Rebreed the same mare or a
substitute mare for No Charge for the Stallion Breeding Fee, this includes the Booking Fee to HBF, Rebreed Fee to
DGS and First Standard (Fed-Ex) Shipment of semen. On Farm Chute Fee or Cycle Management Fees Apply.
Or,
B) Keep the foal and ***Rebreed the same mare or a substitute mare for a fee of $500.00; this includes the Booking
Fee to HBF and Rebreed Fee to DGS. Vet Certification of Foal Sex required. Shipping and/or On Farm Chute and
Cycle Management Fees Apply.
*For Paint breeders: “desired color requirements” is defined as a foal eligible for the regular APHA registry.
**NOTE: Foal must be vet certified sound and healthy. Shipping is the responsibility of the mare owner.
***Rebreed must be during the breeding season of the year in which the foal was born and execution of the Rebreed Option
ends the responsibility of the Addendum to the mare owner/lessor for any future or additional rebreeds.
Signature of Mare Owner:

Date:

___________________________________________________________
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